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LEARNING TOGETHER RESPECTING EACH OTHER SUCCESS FOR ALL

This Week:

Next Week:

In maths this week we have been revising
fractions. This has involved us looking at
equivalent fractions, adding/subtracting
fractions and calculating fractions of amounts.
To conclude this week we looked at how
fractions may be displayed within the arithmetic
test. This involved us learning about how to
multiply and divide fractions by whole numbers.

Next week in English we will be looking at
different ways we can improve our miptor
texts using ambitious punctuation, extending our sentences with varied openers and
up-levelling our vocabulary choices.

This week in English we continued writing our
information texts about caring for a miptor. We
looked at different grammatical aspects such as
different sentence openers, using semi colons
and colons. Additionally, we looked at how we
could extend the length of our sentences using
various conjunctions. We ended the week by
editing our drafts which we will look at again
next week.

Enterprise
This week we have started our enterprise of
making our £5 grow. Each group will be given
£5 to think of their own business enterprise in
order to make a profit. We have been really
impressed with all of the lovely ideas that the
children have had such as: selling rainbow
cakes, making delicious milkshakes and
organising a judo competition. We will
continue to work on this throughout the
term so keep up the great thinking!

In maths we will be concluding our revision
of fractions as well as looking at how to
convert between fractions, decimals and
percentages.

Stars Of The Week
Abigail, for amazing us with the effort you
have put in this week in all areas of your
learning! Keep it up- you are a superstar!

Umer, for blowing us away with your
amazing writing. We are so proud of the
standard you are producing and your
attitude to always wanting to improve.
Keep up this hard work!

Staff Inset Day
Just a reminder that Friday is a staff training
day and therefore will be a day off for the
children. We would suggest that you use
this time to enjoy yourselves, relax and help
relieve the pressure from SATs.

